The Gocta Cataracts in __ were only revealed to the world in 2006
The Huangguoshu Waterfall in __ is one of the largest in East Asia
Inga Falls in Kinshasa, __ is the world's largest by volume
Yumbilla Falls in the Amazonas Region of Peru is the __ highest
Shosone Falls on the Snake River in __ is 212 feet high
Nohkalikai Falls drops 1100 feet and is the highest in __
The massive Iguazu Falls lie on the Argentina-__ border
Dettifoss in northern Iceland is one of the most powerful waterfalls in __
America's highest waterfall is Olo‘upena Falls on Molokai, __
Khone Falls in Laos makes the __ River unnavigable into China
Ramnefellsfossen in __ falls 2684 feet, but has little water flow
The three falls of __ Falls are separated by Goat Island and Luna Island
Ban Gioc – Detian Falls lies on the border of __ and China
A moonbow can be seen sometimes at Cumberland Falls in __
With high flow, Kaieteur Falls in Guyana is one of the world's most __
Jiao Lung Waterfall in Taiwan is a __ waterfall that only runs sometimes
Reichenbach Falls in Switzerland was features in __ Holmes
Thi Lo Su in __ is a beautiful, 820 foot high segmented waterfall
__ Falls on the Zambezi River borders Zambia and Zimbabwe
__ Falls in California is one of the highest in North America
Gullfoss in Iceland falls into a narrow crevice and the river seems to __
Eas a' Chual Aluinn in the Scottish __ is the highest in the UK
At 3,212 feet, Angel Falls in __ is the highest in the world
Bambarakanda Falls is the highest __ in Sri Lanka
Sutherland Falls by Milford Sound in ____ is one of the country's highest
Tugela Falls in Royal Natal National Park, __ is the second highest
The Rhine Falls in __ is the largest waterfall in Europe
The __ River has two falls within the National Park of the same name
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